The value of benchmarking is more than just knowing how well you perform – the true value lies in realizing quantifiable improvement benefits. Now there’s an easier way to do both.

The Quantum Leap platform automates the process of data gathering and confirms the accuracy of information, making the exercise both simple and fast – and cutting the effort required by more than half. This allows you to move on to what’s most important: identifying solutions to close performance gaps and jumpstart improvement.

The “smart” features of the platform represent another step forward in benchmarking by intelligently assessing performance gaps and automatically generating proven, world-class solutions to accelerate improvement.

In addition, now there is a continuous improvement module that supports measuring and monitoring your improvement initiatives and benefit realization – making Quantum Leap not just a benchmarking tool, but a platform that enables continuous improvement and delivers return on investment.
A simplified, smart data collection process makes benchmarking easier – potentially reducing your efforts by 50%.

Cloud-based presentation

Cloud-based presentation capabilities allow you to present, analyze and interrogate data in real time.
Quickly transition from analyzing results to concrete improvement. Establish and monitor the impact of improvement initiatives. Assign accountability and key performance indicators (KPIs) to ensure benefit realization.

Executive dashboards allow for self-service monitoring of a variety of initiatives and projects – ultimately, ensuring benefits realization.

Initiative tracking capabilities ensure accountability.
The power of continuous improvement

Making the leap from only conducting benchmarking to committing to continuous improvement can deliver powerful benefits. The proof is in the data – benefit realization fails if there isn’t accountability through continuous benchmarking.

Research by The Hackett Group found that repeat benchmarking, combined with a commitment to making the insights actionable, are hallmarks of elite performance. Moreover, our research shows a strong correlation between committing to ongoing measurement and realizing quantifiable results. For instance, clients who participated in benchmarking more than once in a four-year period saw an 8.2% reduction in reported SG&A costs; on the other hand, those who did not commit to ongoing benchmarking actually saw their organizational costs rise. In addition, companies focused on performance management performed better and increased the overall business value.

Are you ready? Let us show you what Quantum Leap can do for you.

To learn more about the revolutionary Quantum Leap benchmarking platform, call us today at 1 866 614 6902 or directly at +1 770 225 3600. Or visit us at: www.thehackettgroup.com/quantumleap.